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A modern ore-hauling railroad in a moderate-size railroad room
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2. A whole series of small but interesting scenes make the layout seem larger than it really is. This
ore loading pit at Kelly Lake Mine occupies an area that isn't much larger than an open copy of MR.

BY JIM HEDIGER

PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR

TOHN TEWS' HO scale Timber River
U Ry. is a 1970s free-lanced ore-haul-
ing railroad set in the Mesabi iron ore

... region of northern Minnesota. The lay-
out combines elements of the former
Great Northern (now Burlington North-
ern) and Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range
operations with additional interchange
traffic froni the Soo Line and the Duluth,
Winnipeg & Pacific (Grand Trunk/Ca-
nadian National System).

The Timber River Ry. main line occu-
pies a 14 x 20-foot room in the Tews base-
ment. The main engine terminal, a yard,
and the four-track ore dock spill over into
about a fourth of John's 10 x 14-foot work-
shop. The main line simulates heavy
railroad standards with commercial Code
100 track, nos. 6 and 8 turnouts, and a
26" minimum radius (most of the visible
curves are in the 30" to 36" range). The
maximum mainline grade is & percent,
although there is one mining branch line
with switchbacks that reach 8 percent.

In a number of the mine locations John
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1. John's skillful blending of the foreground scen
ery and the backdrop turned this highly con- ,....,-, ...
gested area into an interesting scene. The deck , s ..:·.'f.'.··9 ·· .1 ./. , - . ....,
bridge is built from a combination of Atlas deck 40 -'EiftfY/,2 ·,�042·:
truss bridges and Plastruct shapes. At this point

, 4 4077,F.2-3 · ' ·the backdrop is only an inch behind the diesels. , ..'.. 9.... ..4,1K;t.,

--, S "T«, ' f "' t · ':�0422'�042'·.
-:·.».e.1.-447:

'. "" fb--*iwp ''.·'-2- ,=...4.
has cleverly hidden extra car capacity in (.14*Ti,• ''lij:'·' -...: �042"M.· '9

'11,115'•- :, <•:-,- 4,·m' 4- 4 3•4 - 4., p.4 . r .. A
tunnels. The portals are small (just large truii/#pr:':t'. )/2.-· . / f.-

enough to allow the ore cars to pass ,•....3*1.:h.(1»f./.- . ...•" -. ' ..1.: • ..i i ..'.'9. 1 4.2,· I.
through), and the cars are concealed in : -:·: '- • .,.
the shadows under buildings or conveyor '220 /: <Ertly•*05.236

' · O,•·.'.:t.:.4£8 ·,"f.·..5 :A=·-,r : #A .·.2*$. ·• ..···31•·t .".· ..4:•· '
and a nearly continuous backdrop that p'1-4...•••:•i'lr<.3•1•.>1'-ai ' OPY..f.'.-,f -" .... '..:1. ...
John hand-painted to match the three- F:-..; 74>....·.··.·".-..... I. ... .... ''.0....'-
dimensional foreground scenery. John i:.slie·.P; -2• .... 1.

Mt.,54; .r .S
taught himself how to do oil painting k,. ....�036,-•,- . ..«
with the help of a taped TV show on the i154'-71...2'·>:n
subject. His finished background extends Ff#4):915':-24» #ZA,3/:Alptiblipur.lut
around theroom, enlarging the apparent . "·«'r-P .·Sur.«.e.... .- . Vap.,1.29:*.....:..'...../ .,..�036:.
layout size with suitable forests, mead- 441£:5<·--'Ds:.,2·,-Z.·':· % .- 'ht.' 7...... . .... :�042..'·'..=-6.::

...*':•:r.r':....:C:• I • ".''3·" .:•': '•'t-·"-, 1•••• '2'..,'t... ·f:.,:.. i..
owlands, small lakes, and even Lake Su- ., *.f..•0 •r.3.::4,6, 4 'i.':Q:•.1'B*1;1'i*A •S:t"'-··.'·-,•"-··, AL ·:. '-M•
perior in the distance.

To maintain a pleasing environment
for the railroad, John has installed a fin. 3. A loaded ore train behind a pair of the TRR's big F-M units rumbles out of the tunnel near Taco-

nite Junction as it heads for the ore docks. A minimum of two units are necessary to make it up the
ished ceiling, incandescent lighting with

long grade to State Line siding. From there it's easy running for the remainder of the trip into Allouez.
dimmers, and valances to keep the light
out of the train operators' eyes. Carpeted
aisles are a recent addition that makes Burlington unit which has its cab side
an evening of operation easy on the op- painted over and relettered).
erating crew. The Burlington Northern serves as the '

The present version of the Timber TRR's major interchange connection. A
River Ry. is John's third layout project. substantial amount of iron ore and gen-
It is also the most operation-oriented eral merchandise is delivered daily to the
railroad he has built. It is a loop type of TRR, with a variety of second-generation
track plan, but operation is point-to- diesel locomotives (some with sound sys-
point. All of the connecting railroads tems). Additional iron ore and taconite
share the TRR main line, just as the pro- (pelletized iron ore) traffic comes from the
totypes do in iron ore country. DM&IR via interchange runs which ap-

Each railroad's trains follow a set main- pear from time to time. Run-through
line route, and all of these routings use a trains from the Soo Line and DW&P
different combination of track, work loca- bring traffic to the railroad from northern
tions, direction of travel, and destination. Wisconsin, the Dakotas, and Canada.
John supplies small schematic route maps Most of the on-line traffic is iron ore,
as part of the train orders to help the op- and the TRR maintains a fleet of more
erators follow the correct route for their than 500 ore cars for this purpose. The
train. At times there may be as many as majority of these cars are Model Die
5 or 6 trains en route between the vari- Casting cars lettered f6r DM&IR, BN,
ous hidden holding tracks and the main GN, and TRR. Some of them are set up '
yards. It's hard to believe how many dif- in four-car "Mini-quad" sets that have
ferent routings are built into the TRR permanent drawbar couplings following
track plan. DM&IR practice. Others have extended

The majority of the traffic comes from sides and ends for use in taconite pellet
' TRR trains which run with a variety of service. All of the ore cars are weathered

"second-hand" units purchased from the to reflect their years of hard service. ..
TRR's larger neighbors (in typical small Trains of ore originate at the mines and
railroad fashion). It's not at all unusual interchanges, and then they run over the
to find a TRR freight rolling behind a main line to the yards at Saunders or Su-
pair of GE U3OB diesels (one TRR and perior. Since all of the origination points
the other a dirty red and gray ex- supply different types of ore or taconite

pellets, these two classification yards are
kept busy sorting and building new con-
sists Once the classification switching is
done, road trains are made up and dis-
patched to the big Lake Supenor ore dock
at Allouez

The TRR ore dock at Allouez simu-
lates the Lake Superior transfer point
between railroad and lake ore camers.
This dock lS actually built on a plain
shelf over the back of the workbench, so
it has no scenery Even so, lt functions
quite well as a destination for the ore
traffic, and lt gives the local yard oper-
ator plenty of action The four dock
tracks hold about 20 ore cars each, so
the Allouez operator is kept busy pulling
the empties off the dock, positioning
fresh cuts of ore over the unloading
pockets, and making up outbound empty
trains These empty ore trains return by
simply reversing their loaded routes

To run all of this traffic, John developed
a multioperator conventional DC train
control system which allows each road en
gineer to control his train for the com
plete trip Rotary selector switches on the
dispatcher's panel connect the approprlate
transistor throttle to each track block

The TRR dispatcher's panel lS built into
a sheet metal chassis It iS movable SO lt
can be shifted into the adjacent recreation
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Kelly Lake
open pit mine

TO CLOQUET
Hidden double-track
reverse loop under
center peninsula.
DMIR and BN
interchange

KetlyLake

2.•,::.f .-.,r-&%7'-:- movements in the hidden double-track
./in.:I'-t....;•©• .Se.·4/1/Ihi " .i...1 reverse loop which represents "every-
al.*-En#4*214. ·:·-A'*Li :.;:;''e where west on the TRR. John located

-"• • •"'. '.-··-•----:-Ii•· i , , : " .· li:'i photocells to protect the turnout clear-
ks,ef· 3• : :.... i ·, ·.;!'·"•".,/1' ' •"'r: 1, ance points and detect train positions in

-"-2 '· 4'.*6'=-- : ·.-: .zi · .r..4.5.».,·. •r'M"f:-A1#
-- W the hidden trackage. Two trains may be

1., . .../=-F'.' -1XX *, held on the loop track, with an addi-
r-Trirri----*ir-.2 4 - 8 11 W tional train in the entrance track. The

---- -»7/7191.J,-_, J / r photocell interlocking system prevents
=2== .-31.,- ir_Ez-- -SZE-/ entry of a fourth train until there is a

- place for it to go. When a train moves
inam./*&"•*% . .=X.-:&..»»PI. . out and clears either loop track, the in-

terlocking system automatically routes

4. The TRR control panels are built with color coding the following train from the entrance
to make train control as easy as possible. This panel track into the empty loop track.
controls the semiautomatic operation of the hidden A full operating crew consists of three
reverse loop and storage sidings at Cloquet, which yard engineers, two or three road engi-
simulate the TRR's Burlington Northern interchange. neers, and a train dispatcher. A telephone

system is built into the layout so all of
these people can communicate easily to

room during operating sessions. The dis- keep the railroad functioning smoothly.
patcher keeps track of the trains by man- Much of the railroad's effectiveness as
ually shifting magnetic markers on the an ore hauler can be traced to the seen-
schematic diagram according to his tele- ery which divides the railroad into many
phone reports. These markers are color- smaller scenes. John uses the rugged
coded and include small written identifi- hills and ridges of ore country terrain to
cation tags with train data on them. advantage as a realistic means of con-

John also likes to work with electronic trolling the viewer's field of vision. Upon
control circuitry, and this interest turns entering the room, a visitor's first im-
up in several practical applications. All pression is one of looking out across a
of the single-ended interchange tracks range of rolling hills - there are no sky
have photocells and stopping relays to backdrops in the middle of the room to
prevent accidents. As the backing train limit this effect. As one moves about the
reaches the end of the track, it breaks a room, the view changes and new small
light beam to trigger a relay. The relay scenes appear. Each of these scenes is
in turn cuts power to the track, stopping detailed to show some typical aspect of
the train movement. A diode connected ore-country activity.
around the relay contacts passes current John has used quite a few different
only to pull away from the end of track. scenery techniques in building the rail-

A similar photocell system controls road. He is not afraid to try out new

ideas, and his artistic talents allow him to
blend all of the techniques so that the
overlap points disappear. His most com-
mon landform construction is sanded plas-
ter over screen wire. When this dries he
hand-carves details into molding plaster.
He textures this surface with a combina-
tion of real gravel and iron ore, ground
foam, trees made from commercial kits,
local weeds (gathered along the Soo right-
of-way behind the house), lichen, sawdust,
and a coarsely ground foam.

Most of the buildings on the TRR began
as commercial kits, but John's enjoyment
of kitbashing has changed most of them
to fit their locations. The major locomo-
tive service shop in the workshop is con-
structed using a Plexiglas sandwich tech-
nique John developed. This huge facility
has a removable roof and supporting steel
truss system for easy access. A scratch-
built scale 110-foot transfer table delivers
the units to any of the shop tracks.

With all of this construction behind
him, John still says he would build the
same type of railroad again if the need
were dver to arise. He enjoys the fun of
model railroading and shares it with his
sons and friends as well. The layout is
filled with all sorts of interesting ideas,
and it is in a constant state of change as
he tries out different projects. An operat-
ing session on the Timber River Ry. is
never dull, as there is always something
new to discover. 0

John's Timber River Re will be one of the
layouts visitors will be able to see during the
NMRA's 50th Anniversary National Convention
in Milwaukee from July 29 to August 4, 1985.
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Lift bridge 

Numbered arrow photo locations 
correspond to numbered captions 

Enginehouse 

Storage track legend 
T1 = BN ore local 
T2 = TAR ore local 
T3 = Soo interchange 
T 4 = Passenger storage 
TS = DW&P interchange 
TS = BN/Soo interchange 

TIMBER RIVER RR 
Not to scale 

Overall layout size: 14'-0" by 30'-0" 

All turnouts are no. 6 or 8; Code 100 rail 
Minimum curve radius: 26" 

ALLOUEZ ORE DOCK 

Paint booth Workbench 

II 

5. This rare scratchbuilt transfer table serves the locomotive and car shops of 

the Timber River. The table is powered by a motor hidden in the control 

house, and it operates from power collected from the overhead trolley wires. 

6. The arrival of loaded ore trains from both the BN and the DM&IR creates a 

busy time for the yardmaster at Saunders Yard. As soon as the road engines 

are moved out of the way, the yard crew will have to sort out the proper 

combination of loads for each road train to the docks. In the meantime one 

of the TRR's manifest trains passes high above the yard en route to Superior. 
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